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	untitled1: Based on the podcast E17:  Communicating through proactive and positive parenting with Jennifer Kuebler
	untitled2: Able to recognize when I am triggered and to be able to pause and regulate my reaction so that I remain calm and in control. I want to feel empowered that I understand when I am irritated, allow myself to feel that emotion, but rather than suppressing or reacting to it, I count to 10 which will calm my lizard brain down and allow my thinking brain to re-engage.
	untitled3: Recognizing when I am triggered. Stopping and counting to 10. I can even do this aloud in front of the kids to more proactively model that I am feeling an emotion but taking a pause to self regulate. They will realize the consequences of their behavior, i.e. that I am triggered, but learn that I am working on my side of the equation and thus I also expect them to be working on their behavior.
	untitled4: When I am triggered. I need to learn, are there times when I am more likely to be triggered? When I am tired or stressed? Or are there behaviors that are more likely to trigger me, for example repeated behaviors like not being ready for school? What are the feelings I experience when I am triggered, anger, fear, resentment? How might my trigger be related to something in my past?
	untitled5: There might be places that I am more likely to be triggered, and that being in that place can be a reminder to stop and count to 10. For example in the car. I don't want to explode while I am driving, but I am also not able to escape the situation, so counting to 10 here would be helpful. Another time/place I get triggered is in the kitchen when I am doing chores and feel resentful.
	untitled6: There are lots of people that can trigger us. Often triggers from our parents are easier to recognize as we've had longer to establish them and their likely closer to the original cause. The main time we want to model counting to 10 and regulating a trigger is with our kids, because they are not likely aware of the original cause and not meaning to trigger us. Being messy or ungrateful are triggers.
	untitled7: Counting to 10 each time I am triggered by my daughter's messes. If you are experiencing something more distressful, then excuse yourself and really take a time out to give yourself a longer break.
	untitled8: Some triggers could be as often as daily. Others are less common. Starting by tracking what your triggers are and when and where they occur will help you set up this plan. You can also ask someone else you trust to help you identify your triggers, without judgement. They may notice when your reaction seems an over reaction or something that they would not be upset by. 
	untitled9: I would pick one type of trigger that has a clear common time and location, and work on that for at least 2 weeks before trying to work on other less obvious triggers. If the trigger is happening daily then you will have at least 14 times to practice during this period. Some daily habits can take 30-60 days to become automatic. 
	untitled10: If you have identified a location, like the car, where you are often triggered then placing the reminder there will help. A sticky saying count to 10. I have also asked my kids to remind me to count to 10 when they sense I am getting angry. If there is a person who particularly triggers you or an object like mess, then use that object as an association in your mind to count to 10.
	untitled11: I won't realize I am over-reacting as it is such an ingrained behavior. I won't have the patience to count to 10.  My kids need to know which behaviors they need to change.
	untitled12: I will tell my kids and my partner that I am trying to recognize my triggers and count to 10. I will ask them to remind me of this, maybe not in the moment, but later when I am calmer. I will ask them to help me count. And to let me know if my change in behavior is also making a difference in their lives, do they feel less stressed when I am more calm?
	untitled13: Starting to track when and where and how often the trigger occurs is an important step to being able to recognize the trigger to start the count to 10. Once identified, tracking how often I succeed in remaining calm will also be important. There will be times when I fail but keeping a tally will help me see some success. Tracking triggers will also identify behaviors that I really want the kids to work on.
	untitled14: I think counting to 10 aloud will be one of the best ways to reinforce the behavior. It will make it more known to myself and others which will help others positively reinforce my successes. Associating my successes with 10 other things I enjoy might help reward me, for example 10 hugs.
	untitled15: Asking others to kindly point out times they notice that I am less patient and calm so I can start to become more aware. If counting to 10 is too challenging at first, then taking a deep breath, but asking others to count with me may also help make it more doable. Realizing which behaviors annoy me most commonly will not only allow me to work on my reaction but also will help me spend time with my kids brainstorming around how they can also regulate their behaviors, in the way I am trying to do too.
	untitled16: Getting the family on board with these efforts will hopefully making it more noticeable, more effective and more fun. But if you become aware of more serious triggers then discussing these with a trusted confident, coach or therapist can help.
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